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Mill liners that increase 
productivity and efficiency

All impact surfaces inside the mill are protected by special 
bolted-on lining plates made from high chromium alloys that 
are highly resistant to abrasive wear. But the best mill liners 
do so much more than shielding the mill shell. We design mill 
liners that optimize grinding efficiency and maximise 
capacity – all tailored to the demands of your grinding 
processes and materials.

Raw and coal grinding 
The feed materials for both coal and raw meals typically contain 
significant amounts of moisture, which must be dried off prior to 
grinding to avoid blockage issues downstream. Therefore, these 
mills will normally have an initial drying chamber fitted with lifters. 
This drying chamber can be fitted either as a separate unit bolted 
onto the head section, or as an integral part of the mill shell with a 
partition to divide the drying and grinding sections.

In this application the feed materials are typically at the softer end 
of the spectrum and do not need to be ground as finely as 
cement. Hence, one grinding compartment will generally suffice. 
For a coal mill, we usually recommend a light classifying liners and 
for raw mills we recommend heavy classifying liners. If the raw 
materials are particularly coarse, a mixed solution might be best. 
This could be either by replacing the first few rings – e.g., the first 
1.5 m of the chamber – with step lining or combining wave lining 
with classifying rings throughout the mill length.

We’ll help you choose the best 
liner for the job

 
Different materials, different grinding media, different requirements. Our mill liners 

are designed to optimise your specific grinding applications. 

■

High 
wear-resistance

■

Optimum grinding 
efficiency

■

Maximum grinding 
capacity

Can be modified to
suit all mill OEM's

Key benefits

Cement grinding
The feed for a cement grinding unit will normally be dry and 
needs to be ground to a high degree of fineness. To achieve this 
efficiently, most mills will be split into two chambers. The first is 
set up for coarse grinding with a target to grind the feed 
materials down to around 1 mm. We recommend installing a step 
liner here that has been specially designed for larger size 
grinding media. The second chamber lining can be customized 
to your materials and requirements.

Your mill liner has a critical role to play in the performance of your ball mill – which is why you 
need a liner that is perfectly designed for your grinding application. Whether you need step and wave 

liners that optimise your coarse grinding operation or corrugated and classifying liners that improve fine 
grinding, we have the right liner for every grinding application. And with more than a century of 

experience in ball mill grinding, we can help identify the optimal combination of liners 
for your operation – even for non-FLSmidth mills.
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STANEX grates Bolted corrugated retainer in second chamber

A liner for 
every application

 
Different materials, different grinding media, different requirements. Our mill liners 

are designed to optimise your specific grinding applications. 

Your liner options for two chamber mills

Liner Type Unique Features Description

Coarse Grinding

DucroStep Maintains general shape throughout wear lifetime

DucroWave - Suitable for mill diameter ≤ 3.2 m
- Maximizing charge lifting capabilities

Fine Grinding

DucroBar Corrugated Maximum charge fill volume

DucroBar Classifying Optimized grinding efficiency (high Blaine)

- Heavy duty design to handle high energy 
  impacts of large grinding balls 
- Fully bolted 
- High chromium alloy

- Lighter design to maximize production
  capacity
- Semi bolted
- High chromium alloy

Coarse grinding chamber Fine grinding chamber

FLSmidth standard lining arrangement : 
Step liner for chamber 1, corrugated liner for chamber 2 & STANEX 
intermediate diaphragm for Cement Mill
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Classifying linings for mono chamber 
(raw mill & coal mill)
In grinding operations, you should not use larger media than 
absolutely necessary to crush the largest particles in the grinding 
media. In other words, the larger media should be used for 
crushing the larger pieces of grinding material at the inlet end of 
the mill, while the smaller media is used for crushing the smaller 
pieces of grinding material at the outlet end of the mill.
 
In the conventional type of mill this is achieved by adding 
diaphrams to partition the mill into various compartments that 
enable you to match the size of grinding media to the particle size. 

However, instead of partitioning the mill into compartments, the 
correct distribution of grinding media may also be obtained by 
installing a classifying lining plate to automatically grade the 
media during operation in such a way that the size of the media 
diminishes en route from the mill inlet to the mill outlet.

Light classifying liner - 
coal mill

Heavy classifying liner - 
raw mill (internal)

Your liner options for mono chamber mills

Liner type Unique Features Description

Light classifying For coal grinding applications

-  Medium duty design to handle 
   high energy impacts of medium 
   grinding balls (≤50 mm)
-  Semi bolted
-  High chromium alloy

Heavy classifying For raw grinding applications

-  Heavy duty design to handle 
   high energy impacts 
   of large grinding balls (≤100 mm)
-  Fully bolted
-  High chromium alloy

All FLSmidth liners benefit from the following features:

 ▪ Cast with high chromium alloys for high wear resistance.

 ▪ Square bolt holes on liners and mounting bolts with matching square bolt heads. This reduces the tendency for grinding elements  
   getting stuck in the bolt holes during operation and increases the chance of knocking loose elements that have become stuck.

 ▪ A rubber backing prevents damage to the mill shell and lowers the noise emission from the mill during operation.

 ▪ All bolts through the mill shell are sealed with a combination of rubber and steel washers to seal against leakage 
   from the bolt holes.   

 ▪ All manhole covers and its associated lining are designed to open inwards. This improves the sealing at the manhole. 
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DucroWave Liner
Wave lining can be fitted to the mill shell in coarse grinding 
compartments using balls as grinding media.

The wave lining is suitable for mill diameter ≤3.2 m. These liners 
offer a continually undulating surface and are held in place by 
means of bolts through the high part of the liner.

DucroStep - Bolted step liner DucroWave - Bolted wave liner

DucroStep 
segment

DucroStep
This step lining is a heavy cast high chromium alloy type, with lifting 
effect adapted to give appropriate impact grinding without
damaging the shell lining. The lining can be used for normal-sized 
grinding media in coarse-grinding chambers, i.e. balls of up to 100 
mm in cement mills and balls of up to 100 mm in dry-process raw 
mills. (100mm ball size is used only for correction, 90mm ball size is 
for normal use)

The DucroStep shell lining is a fully bolted on lining except for 
the first ring at the inlet head. The lining plates in this ring are 
wedged in and locked to the next ring by steel plates. This is 
typically for slide shoe type mills.

To optimize power uptake and grinding performance, the thickness 
and the shape of the lining are adapted to the mill size and type.

DucroStep liner arrangement DucroWave liner arrangement
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DucroBar Corrugated liner arrangement DucroBar Classsifying liner arrangement

DucroBar Corrugated
In chamber two, the corrugated lining is made of high chromium 
casted alloys and can be used for all mill sizes with grinding media 
size up to 25 mm without the risk of impact breakage. The design 
features a semi-bolted mounting system. Slim width boltless liner 
bars are mounted lengthwise in the mill and wedged between 
dovetail arrangement in bolted retainer rings from both sides. 
The corrugated lining features a slim wall thickness up against the 
shell throughout the chamber. This maximizes the internal free 
volume of the chamber, giving you maximum filling percentage 
and increased production capacity.

DucroBar - Boltless lining bar DucroBar - Bolted corrugated retainer

DucroBar Classifying 
In chamber 2, the classifying lining is an alternative to 
corrugated lining and is a combination of wave lining and 
classifying wedges. The wave liner bars are boltless and are 
locked in position by the dovetail arrangement in the fully 
bolted classifying retainer segments.

The classifying lining is casted from wear resistant high 
chromium alloy and can be used with grinding media size 
up to 50 mm. This maximizes the internal free volume of the 
chamber, giving you maximum filling percentage 
and increased production capacity.

DucroBar - Boltless lining bar DucroBar -Bolted classifying retainer
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Head liners 
for every application

Typical arrangement in vertical inlet slide ring.

Inlet head lining
These plates are used to form the inner lining on the inlet head in 
compartment 1, a point at which the lining is constantly subjected to 
tremendous impacts from heavy grinding media. Each plate is 
bolted by two bolts or one bolt minimum for bigger plates. 

Typical arrangement in conical 
inlet trunnion/mill head

Inlet Head Liner
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STANEX Diaphragm – built to last
The STANEX is designed for long life and trouble-free 
operation. Because you have better things to be worrying 
about than your ball mill diaphragm. 

The grates are made of a highly ductile and wear-resistant 
heat-treated alloy steel, while the lining plates facing the fine 
grinding compartment are made of 50 mm thick heat-treated 
alloy steel. This gives you an estimated service life of up to 18 
000 hours for the grates and 36 000 hours for the plates, when 
producing ordinary Portland cement from clinker and gypsum. 

The lifters are radially and individually adjustable, making it 
possible to maintain appropriate material level in the preceding 
compartment and helping to avoid excessive wear on the grates, 
shell liners and ball charge. The sturdy design also includes 
retainer ring segments, bolted to the mill shell, a heavy support-
ing plate with spacer pipes, and a steel front plate, bolted onto 
the pipes for rigidity. 

All this adds together to produce a diaphragm that will run – 
and run.

Typical outlet grate - Cement Mill

STANEX diaphragm

Typical outlet grate - Raw Mill

Scan to learn more about 
the STANEX diaphragm

Outlet diaphragm grates
These plates are used to form the inner lining on the outlet of the 
mill. The slots in the outlet grate are tapered and the impact of the 
small grinding media cannot damage the edges of the grate slots. 
The tapering of the slots facilitates the passage of nibs and worn 
grinding media through the slots instead of clogging them. In the 
mono-chamber raw mill, the grates at the outlet are supplied thicker 
compared to the grates used in the cement mill where the grinding 
media is suited for fine grinding of clinker/cement.
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TOWARDS ZERO EMISSIONS IN CEMENT
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FLSmidth A/S
Vigerslev Allé 77
DK-2500 Valby
Copenhagen
Tel: +45 3618 1000
Fax: +45 3630 1820
E-mail: info@fl smidth.com

FLSmidth Inc.
2040 Avenue C
Bethlehem,
PA 18017-2188
Tel: +1 610-264-6011
Fax: +1 610-264-6170
E-mail: info-us@fl smidth.com 


